To the Editor,

Exploring the temporal patterns of the COVID-19 transmission is of importance in understanding the features of COVID-19 and developing control strategies ([@bib0005]). By using the 'SIR'-based compartmental model, one breakpoint, i.e., 7 March 2020, with a drop in the transmission rate was estimated in the COVID-19 outbreak in South Korea ([@bib0025]). In this study, we re-analysis the outbreak in South Korea and argue that there was more than one structural break in the COVID-19 transmissibility.

The daily number of new COVID-19 cases time series are collected via the public surveillance platform released by WHO, see <https://covid19.who.int/region/wpro/country/kr> and [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} A. We adopt the time-varying reproduction number (*R~t~*) to quantify the instantaneous COVID-19 transmissibility. Following the estimation framework in ([@bib0010]), the *R~t~* is the ratio of *C*(*t*) over ${\int_{0}^{\infty}{w\left( k \right)C\left( {t - k} \right)}}\text{d}k$, where *C*(*t*) denotes the number of new COVID-19 cases at the *t*-th date. The *w*(∙) is the distribution of the generation time (GT) of COVID-19 that is set as a Gamma distribution having mean (±SD) of 5.3 (±2.1) days ([@bib0015], [@bib0020]). The estimated *R~t~* series are shown in [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B.Figure 1The number of daily new COVID-19 cases (panel A) and time-varying reproduction number (*R~t~*, panel B) from 16 February to 15 April 2020 in South Korea. In panel B, the light blue dots are the estimated *R~t~* series, the black dashed curve is the fitted *R~t~* series with one breakpoint, and the red bold curve is the fitted *R~t~* series with two breakpoints. The vertical pink lines highlight the two breakpoints (for the red curve).Figure 1

To explore and examine the structural breaks in the changing patterns of *R~t~*, generalized regression models with segmentation are employed to fit the time index *t* (independent variable) to *R~t~* (dependent variable) with a Gamma likelihood framework. The structural break is (mainly) determined by the knot parameters in the segmented regression. The number of knot parameters indicates the counts of the occurrence of the structural breaks in the COVID-19 transmissibility, and the value of the knot determines when the structural break occurs (on the timeline). The numbers and values of the knot parameters are selected according to fitting performance in terms of the AIC. I find the model with two knots (AIC = −151) outperforms the model with only one knot (AIC = −34). Additionally, the models with three and four knots have AIC of −162 and −166 respectively, both of which improve the fitting performance. Considering the large difference in AICs between the models with one and two knots, we show their fitting results in [Figure 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B for comparison.

The modelling framework in ([@bib0025]) is equivalent to assume that *R~t~* changes as a discontinuous function, i.e., in a 'step' function scheme. In this study, with a continuous modelling scheme in *R~t~*, there may be more than one structural break in the changing patterns of COVID-19 transmissibility, which appears more statistically reasonable.
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